Lovegame

Lovegame is a true masterpiece, with
thrilling suspense, crazy hot sex, and
writing so truly beautiful that it stays with
you long after you put the book down. Its
my favorite read of the year by far.Sawyer
Bennett, New York Times bestselling
author of Sugar Daddy In this darkly
addictive novel of seduction and
psychological obsession, a movie star with
a shattered past meets a man who can
either break her or make her whole. True
Crime novelist Ian Sharpe has spent his
career writing about serial killers for very
personal reasons. For his latest expose, he
is taking on the sadistic madman known as
the Red Ribbon Strangler, and when his
research leads him to Hollywoods most
private and provocative actress, he will
break every rule to uncover her truth. The
daughter of one of Hollywoods golden
couples, chased by paparazzi and treated as
a commodity her entire life, Veronica
Romero wields her sex appeal like a
weapon. She expects Ian to be as easy to
control as every other man shes ever
known. But from the beginning, he refuses
to fall into line. Mysterious and cool,
challenging and just a little bit dangerous,
Ian somehow makes her feel safeeven as he
digs into the deepest secrets of her life and
pushes her to the breaking point. As raw
ecstasy gives way to agonized truths, their
dark obsession exposes secrets that have
been buried for far too long. Ian wants to
tear down her walls and heal the sensual
woman underneath. But if Veronicas
learned anything, its that the line between
pleasure and pain is a narrow oneand when
caught between them the only thing that
matters
is
how
you
play
the
game.Lovegame is intended for mature
audiences. This ebook includes an excerpt
from another Loveswept title.Praise for
Lovegame Tracy Wolff is at the top of my
auto-buy list, and Lovegame is the perfect
example why. From the very first page,
Wolff sucked me in with a story that
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crackles with sensual energy and characters
that are scarred, sexy, and wonderfully
compelling. Go one-click Tracy Wolffs
Lovegame right nowyou can thank me
later.J. Kenner, New York Times
bestselling author of Dirtiest Secret I loved
Lovegame! Its a hot, sexy thriller of a
book, with so many twists and turns I never
saw coming!M. OKeefe, author of
Everything I Left UnsaidLovegame had me
breathless, sticking with me for days after I
read it.Sarah Robinson, author of the
Kavanagh Legends seriesProvocative and
explosive ... Tracy Wolffs Lovegame is a
story of mystery and suspense, a
psychological thriller that looks at the
destructive nature of a serial killers action,
and the repercussions on the victims left
behind.The Reading Cafe Lovegame is a
well-written, fast-paced, intriguing story
filled with suspense. The characters and the
story drew me in from the first page and
never let me go.Cocktails and Books
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